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Using inelastic electron scattering in combination with dielectric theory simulations on differ-
ently prepared graphene layers on silicon carbide we demonstrate that the coupling between the 2D
plasmon of graphene and the surface optical phonon of the substrate cannot be quenched by mod-
ification of the interface via intercalation. The intercalation rather provides additional modes like,
e.g., the silicon-hydrogen stretch mode in the case of hydrogen intercalation or the silicon-oxygen
vibrations for water intercalation that couple to the 2D plasmons of graphene. Furthermore, in
the case of bilayer graphene with broken inversion symmetry due charge imbalance between the
layers, we observe a similar coupling of the 2D plasmon to an internal infrared-active mode, the LO
phonon mode. The coupling of graphene plasmons to vibrational modes of the substrate surface and
internal infrared active modes is envisioned to provide an excellent tool for tayloring the plasmon
band structure of monolayer and bilayer graphene for plasmonic devices such as plasmon filters or
plasmonic wave guides. The rigidity of the effect furthermore suggest that it may be of importance
for other 2D materials as well.
PACS numbers: 12.34
Graphene is a two-dimensional crystal which has
gained considerable attention since its unusual transport
properties were reported for the first time [1–3]. In par-
ticular, epitaxial graphene (EG) on silicon carbide (SiC)
is of great interest due to its potential applications in
electronic devices [4, 5]. SiC is already used in electronic
devices and EG on SiC has been studied for several years
now [6]. The growth of EG has been perfected towards
wafer scale homogeneous films [7, 8]. Still, many of the in-
teractions between graphene and the SiC substrate have
to be understood. For example, the charge carrier dy-
namics may be influenced by the long-range coupling to
polar modes [9]. The resulting remote scattering is im-
portant for future graphene devices, especially plasmonic
devices, because the plasmon dispersion itself is strongly
influenced [10–12].
EG on SiC exists in different varieties. On the Si-
terminated SiC(0001) surface, graphene resides on the
so-called buffer layer which itself constitutes a honey-
comb arrangement of carbon atoms. However, the buffer
layer shows no graphene-like dispersion of the π-band
due to hybridization with the substrate [13]. Recently,
several groups demonstrated that the buffer layer can be
converted into so-called quasi-freestanding graphene by
intercalating different elements underneath [14]. The al-
teration of the interface beween graphene and SiC is ex-
pected to lead to different couplings of the charge carrier
plasmons with vibronic excitations of the substrate.
In the present work, we use high (energy-)resolution
electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) in combi-
nation with simulations based on dielectric theory to
study this coupling for three different cases: epitaxial
graphene on the buffer layer (MLG), quasi-freestanding
monolayer graphene on hydrogen terminated SiC(0001)
(H-QFMLG) and on an oxygen terminated SiC(0001)
surface (O-QFMLG). Furthermore, we demonstrate that
an equivalent coupling to an internal mode exists for the
case of bilayer graphene with broken inversion symmetry.
Here, the plasmons couple to the optical phonon mode
of the graphene bilayer.
Graphene was grown on semi-insulating SiC by subli-
mation growth as described elsewhere [7] using a custom
built setup [15]. H-QFMLG was obtained by annealing
the buffer layer in molecular hydrogen [16, 17], while O-
QFMLG was prepared by annealing in water vapor [18].
Quasi-freestanding bilayer graphene (H-QFBLG) on H-
terminated SiC(0001) was prepared by annealing MLG
in hydrogen [16, 19]. Details are provided in the Supple-
mental Material [20].
HREELS is a powerful tool to investigate surface [21]
and, as we will show, also subsurface adsorbates. It
furthermore provides an experimental access to surface
phonon and plasmon modes on a wide variety of materi-
als [22]. The momentum transfer is calculated using the
relation
q‖ =
√
2me
h¯
[√
E sin(θ0)−
√
E − h¯ω sin(θs)
]
, (1)
where θ0 is the angle of incidence of the electrons with
energy E, θs the scattering angle, and h¯ω the energy loss
suffered by the inelastically scattered electrons. Hence,
the dispersion of the mode can be mapped by scanning
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FIG. 1. HREELS spectra (black dots) and dielectric theory
simulations (red line) of bare hydrogen etched silicon carbide
(a), MLG (b) H-QFMLG (c) and O-QFMLG (d). The pri-
mary beam energy was set to E = 37 eV for (a), E = 21 eV
for (b,d) and E = 11 eV for (c). (a) was taken at room tem-
perature, (b-d) were taken at T = 130 K. The simulated
curves in (d) are offset from the measured curve for clarity.
θs while keeping all other parameters constant. This so-
called off-specular scattering geometry is frequently used
to determine surface phonon dispersions, but it was also
employed previously to study graphene plasmons [23–25].
Here we use the so-called specular scattering geometry,
where θs = θ0 and the primary energy E is varied. This
measurement geometry allows us to facilitate the inter-
pretation, by simulating the HREELS spectra using di-
electric theory as explained in Refs. 26–28.
Fig. 1 shows HREELS spectra of bare, hydrogen
etched silicon carbide (a), MLG (b), H-QFMLG (c), and
O-QFMLG (d). The spectrum of the bare SiC surface
in fig. 1(a) shows an intense loss signal from the surface
optical (SO) phonon of SiC (ωSO = 940 cm
−1) and its
double loss signal (2 × ωSO = 1880 cm−1). In addition,
TABLE I. Parameters used for dielectric theory simulations
shown in fig. 1. d is the thickness of the graphene stack.
ωPL is the dispersion independent plasmon frequency with
ωP2D ∼ ωPL
√
q‖d [26].
Sample
d
nm
ωPl
cm−1
Γ
cm−1
n
1012cm−2
m∗
me
μ
cm2/Vs
MLG 0.5 14500 145 10.0 [7] 0.017 3780
H-QFMLG 0.35 20200 123 6.0 [17] 0.008 10100
O-QFMLG 0.35 16900 2366 8.0 [18] 0.014 280
several other features are visible which are due to wa-
ter, CH groups, and SiO groups. The reason for these
features is that the hydrogen etched surface is partially
covered by oxides and atmospheric contaminations which
have not been removed completely. They are, however, of
no importance for the following discussion. The red line
in fig. 1(a) is the result of a simulation of the spectrum
[26] which takes into account the SO phonon and the
charge carrier density in the SiC bulk. The latter gives
rise to the broadening of the spectrum. The simulation
parameters obtained in this way for the SiC bulk were
used for the simulations of the spectra obtained from the
graphene/SiC stack discussed in the following. The spec-
trum of MLG is shown in fig. 1(b). In contrast to the
bare SiC surface no contaminations are visible. Notably,
the SO phonon of the SiC substrate is quenched and two
new phonon-plasmon coupled modes ω− and ω+ appear
as described earlier [26]. The changes in the spectrum are
well captured by the dielectric theory simulations which
now take into account the SiC bulk and a graphene layer.
A similar behavior is observed for the other two sam-
ples. The spectrum of H-QFMLG shown in fig. 1(c) is
again characterized by the two phonon-plasmon coupled
modes ω− and ω+ with energetic positions which will
be discussed further below. This observation indicates
that the observed coupling between the SO phonon of
SiC and the graphene plasmons is very robust. More-
over, it suggests that the coupling of the plasmons to
optical phonons of any substrate, e.g. SiO2 [29], cannot
be lifted by interface modifications. Instead, we observe
that additional vibrational degrees of freedom located at
the interface couple to the graphene plasmons as well.
This is seen from the appearance of an additional feature
in the spectrum in fig. 1(c) at 2090 cm−1. Here, a cou-
pling between the Si-H stretch mode of the H-saturated
SiC(0001) surface and the ω+ plasmon occurs, leading
to a dip in the spectrum, due to the avoided crossing in
the coupled phonon-plasmon dispersion as will be shown
later, as well as an additional maximum labeled ω++.
The dielectric theory simulation (red curve), which in-
cluded a Si-H stretch mode of νSiH = 2090 cm
−1 de-
scribes the measured spectrum very well. This shows
that HREELS is capable of detecting subsurface inter-
face vibrations.
In the case of O-QFMLG an equivalent behavior is ob-
3served [see fig. 1(d)]. Here, features related to the sym-
metric SiOx stretch vibration (ν
s
SiOx
= 780 cm−1) and
to the antisymmetric SiOx stretch vibration (ν
as
SiOx
=
1050 cm−1) can be identified. Furthermore, an addi-
tional feature is observed at around 1480 cm−1, which
we tentatively assign to the C-H bending mode δCHx .
Although these modes give rise to very subtle changes
in the spectrum, their presence is clearly demonstrated
by comparing the measured spectra with the simulated
ones. As an example we show in fig. 1(d) two different
simulations which were carried out with (red curve) and
without (blue curve) including these additional modes.
While the presence of the SiOx related features is ex-
pected [18], the presence of C-H bonds has not been ob-
served before. Considering the large density of defects
observed by Raman spectroscopy [18] the presence of C-
H bonds in quantities below the detection limit of x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy is reasonable.
The simulations of the HREELS spectra enables us to
estimate the charge carrier mobility μ and the effective
mass m∗ by using the relations ωPl =
√
ne2/m∗ and
Γ = e/μm∗, where n, ωPl, and Γ are the charge carrier
density, plasmon frequency, and plasmon damping, re-
spectively. The static dielectric constant  was estimated
by the average of the dielectric constants of the SiC sub-
strate and vacuum resulting in a value of 5. n was taken
from the literature [7, 17, 18], where it was gathered from
Hall effect measurements. ωPl and Γ were adjusted to
optimize the agreement between the measured and the
calculated loss spectra. The resulting charge carrier mo-
bility and effective mass values are compiled in table I
together with the other parameters. The effective masses
are about one order of magnitude lower than the theoret-
ical calculations in the long wavelength limit by Abedin-
pour et al. [30] suggest. However, compared to optical
measurements [31], HREELS measures at a rather large
momentum transfer thus suggesting a momentum disper-
sion of the effective mass. The mobility values show rea-
sonable agreement with values determined by transport
measurements [7, 17, 18]. Note that transport proper-
ties are determined by the long wave length limit of the
effective mass. Hence, the charge carrier mobility esti-
mated from the fits of the HREELS spectra may deviate
from the mobility determined by Hall effect experiments.
Nevertheless, the numerical values determined by the two
methods are of the same order of magnitude.
Next, we determined the dispersion of the maxima in
the energy loss spectra of fig. 1 and spectra obtained
for other primary beam energies in the range between
2 eV and 80 eV. The dispersion relations of the coupled
phonon-plasmon modes are shown as black circles in fig.
2. In addition, the surface loss function [20, 22] is plotted
there as a color coded intensity map. The dielectric func-
tion (ω, q‖) was obtained with a formalism developed by
Lambin et al. [27] applied to a three layer model includ-
ing graphene, the interface, and an infinitely thick silicon
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FIG. 2. Dispersion of the phonon-plasmon coupled modes of
(a) MLG, (b) H-QFMLG, and (c) O-QFMLG. The calculated
surface loss function is shown as a 2D color coded intensity
map. The three branches of the coupled phonon plasmon dis-
persion are marked by ω−, ω+ and ω++. Black circles mark
peak positions in the HREELS spectra taken at different pri-
mary beam energies. For water intercalated graphene only the
ω+ branch was resolved well enough to be included in the plot.
The gray shaded triangle corresponds to the area where single
particle electron hole excitations are possible (SPEintra).
carbide layer representing the substrate. For details see
the supplementary information. In the case of MLG no
interface was included as the buffer layer apparently does
not lead to additional coupled modes. The gray region
marks the regime of single particle intraband excitations
(SPEintra), in which the plasmon mode would be strongly
damped [32].
The dispersion of MLG displayed in fig. 2(a) shows the
4expected behavior [26]. The plasmon couples to the SO
phonon of the SiC substrate leading to the two modes
ω− and ω+ with an avoided crossing in between. The
measured dispersion agrees very well with the simulation
of the loss function. In comparison to ref. 26, where the
analytical expression used to calculate the dispersion ne-
glected damping, the inclusion of the damping here leads
to an improved agreement between experiment and the-
ory. H-QFMLG [see fig. 2(b)] shows a dispersion very
close to the one of a conventional 2DEG with the excep-
tion of the two avoided crossings. The first one, which is
also present in MLG, originates from the coupling of the
plasmon to the SO phonon of the SiC substrate. Here
ω− converges to ωTO of SiC for high momentum trans-
fers and ω+ to ωSO of SiC for q‖ → 0. The second gap
is caused by the coupling of the plasmon to the Si-H
stretching vibration at the graphene/SiC interface. Con-
sequently, ω+ converges to 2090 cm
−1 for high momen-
tum transfers, while ω++ converges to the Si-H stretching
frequency of 2130 cm−1 for q‖ → 0 which was previously
observed by infrared absorption spectroscopy [19, 33, 34]
where the momentum transfer is very small.
Now we turn to the water intercalated sample [fig.
2(c)]. The coupling of the plasmon with the SO phonon
of SiC is again apparent. However, we note that the
lower lying mode ω− is only visible as a shoulder in the
elastic peak [see fig. 1(d)]. This is due to a higher damp-
ing of the plasmon which is caused by the low charge
carrier mobility of O-QFMLG as compared to MLG or
H-QFMLG [17, 18] and which reflects itself in a strong
broadening of the modes. The latter also applies to the
higher lying mode ω+. In the simulated surface loss func-
tion, the consequence is visible in a strong broadening of
the ω+ dispersion branch and the absence of a clear max-
imum in the ω− dispersion branch, in agreement with
the HREELS measurements. The high damping also has
consequences for the dispersion. First, an increase of the
damping results in a reduced dispersion, which is obvious
when comparing the data of the three different samples:
the sample with the highest charge carrier mobility (low-
est damping) exhibits the strongest dispersion in both
the experimental data as well as in the simulation. In
addition, but not quite as obvious, an increase of the
damping results in a stronger deviation of the dispersion
from the
√
q-behavior of an undamped 2DEG plasmon.
The simulation of the surface loss function of O-QFMLG
included interface vibrations as discussed above. They
manifest themselves as thin horizontal lines in the loss
function. In agreement with that, they are only visible
as weak shoulders in the experiment [see fig. 1(d)].
Finally we discuss the case of bilayer graphene where
the LO phonon is normally not dipole active. However,
breaking the inversion symmetry of AB-stacked bilayer
graphene, for example by a charge imbalance between
the two layers, a dipole active LO mode can be induced
[35, 36]. In our experiment we used quasi-freestanding bi-
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FIG. 3. Calculated surface loss function as a 2D color coded
intensity map for H-QFBLG. The three branches of the cou-
pled phonon plasmon dispersion are marked by ω−, ω+ and
ω++.Black circles mark the peak positions in the HREELS
spectra taken at different primary beam energies. The gray
shaded triangle corresponds to the area where single particle
electron hole excitations are possible (SPEintra).
layer graphene on H-saturated SiC(0001) where a charge
imbalance occurs spontaneously [37–39]. This leads, as
for the substrate and interface dipole active modes, to
an additional branch in the phonon plasmon dispersion.
This is demonstrated in fig. 3 which shows the measured
dispersion (black circles) as well as the simulated surface
loss function P (ω, q‖) in which a single LO phonon at
ωLO = 1600cm
−1 was included.
In summary we have shown that the phonon plasmon
coupling between the graphene’s free charge carrier plas-
mon and the surface optical phonon of the SiC substrate
cannot be lifted by intercalation. In all studied cases of
graphene on SiC which included graphene on the buffer
layer and quasi-freestanding graphene obtained by hy-
drogen or water intercalation the splitting into ω− and
ω+ modes was observed. The additional dipole active
modes at the interface introduced by intercalation such
as, e.g., Si-H or Si-O modes were observed to cause an
additional splitting with an avoided crossing in a similar
fashion as the substrate SO mode. Furthermore, for bi-
layer graphene with broken inversion symmetry the LO
phonon was observed to couple with the plasmon, too.
The observations were well captured by dielectric the-
ory simulations. The comparison between experimen-
tal HREELS data and simulated surface loss functions
provided additional information about the influence of
damping/charge carrier mobility on the dispersion and
broadening of the plasmon modes. In general, a low
charge carrier mobility (high damping) reduces the dis-
persion and broadens the plasmon modes.
The observed strong modifications of the graphene free
charge carrier plasmon will have a tremendous impact
on the application of graphene for future plasmonic de-
vices. The observations suggest that proper choice of the
substrate as well as design of the interface could be em-
5ployed to create gaps in the 2DEG plasmon dispersion
of graphene and thus to taylor it for specific applica-
tions, for example as a plasmon filter or in plasmonic
wave guides. The observation of the coupling of the 2D
plasmon to the LO phonon mode in bilayer graphene
with broken inversion symmetry is particular intriguing
because the symmetry breaking and thus the plasmonic
gap can be switched on and off by an external electric
field [35, 36] provided by proper gates electrodes. Fur-
thermore, based on the robustness of the observed cou-
pling it can be expected that a similar plasmon phonon
coupling will be present in other two-dimensional mate-
rials like, e.g., transition metal dichalcogenides or black
phosphorus.
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SAMPLE PREPARATION
The samples were prepared on semi-insulating SiC purchased from II-IV Inc. Prior to the growth of graphene,
the substrates were chemically cleaned in organic solvents (acetone, isopropanol and methanol) and a modified RCA
process [1].
Monolayer graphene (MLG), i.e. graphene on top of the buffer layer, was obtained by sublimation growth in Argon
[2] at a temperature of 1650◦C in a custom built furnace described elsewhere [3]. The annealing time was 15 min
and the Ar pressure and flow rate were set to 1 bar and 1 slm, respectively. In order to obtain quasi-freestanding
monolayer samples, first a so-called buffer layer with (6
√
3× 6√3)R30◦ periodicity [4] was grown in the same furnace
at 1425◦C for five minutes. For H-QFMLG hydrogen was intercalated between the buffer layer and the silicon carbide
surface by annealing in an ultra-pure hydrogen atmosphere of 970 mbar pressure at 540◦C for 75 minutes [5, 6].
For O-QFMLG the buffer layer was annealed in water vapor[7] (500◦C, 30 minutes) which leads to the formation
of a thin oxide layer between the SiC substrate and graphene. Quasi-freestanding bilayer graphene (H-QFBLG) on
H-terminated SiC(0001) was prepared by annealing MLG in ultra-pure hydrogen [5] (860◦C, 75 minutes).
All samples were characterized by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy using monochromatized AlKα radiation in order
to determine the layer thickness and to confirm successful intercalation. The homogeneity of all samples is biased by
the high temperature growth step before intercalation [7]. The growth of a buffer layer is typically achieved with a
very low level of monolayer impurities, as confirmed by scanning Raman spectroscopy. However our MLG samples
typically show a small percentage of bilayer and buffer layer regions.
After transfer to the HREELS spectrometer, the samples were annealed at 350 ◦C in order to remove contaminations.
The MLG, O-QFMLG and H-QFBLG samples were measured within a week after production. H-QFMLG samples
were measured fresh as well as after prolonged exposure to ambient conditions, with no systematic difference in the
HREELS spectra. However, the measured charge carrier mobilities do change from sample to sample as shown in the
statistics published by Speck et al. [6].
DIELECTRIC THEORY
In the specular scattering geometry the probability for an electron to suffer an energy loss ω at a momentum transfer
of q‖ is given by [8]
P (q‖, ω) =
e2
π2h¯q‖
⎛
⎝ 2q‖v⊥
q2‖v
2
⊥ +
(
q‖ · v‖ − ω
)2
⎞
⎠
2
×
( −1
1 + ¯(q‖, ω)
)
, (1)
where ¯(q‖, ω) is the dielectric function and v⊥ and v‖ are the components of the velocity of the electron perpendicular
and parallel to the surface. The latter two quantities depend on the primary beam energy and the angle of incidence.
Apart from the scattering geometry and the primary beam energy, it is therefore only necessary to calculate the
surface loss function 
(
−1
1+¯(q‖,ω)
)
. To calculate the effective dielectric function ¯(q‖, ω) we use the ansatz of a layered
material, where every layer i contributes phonon and plasmon excitations [8]:
i(ω) = i∞ +
∑
j
Δijωijph
2
ωijph
2 − ω2 − iγijω
−
∑
k
ωikpl
2
ω2 + iΓikω
. (2)
2Here, ω and γ denote the phonon and plasmon energy and damping, respectively and Δ is the excitation strength of
each phonon contribution. The sums run over all possible phonon (ωijph) and plasmon (ω
ik
pl ) modes of the layer i. The
effective dielectric function of all layers is then calculated from the continued fraction
¯ = a1 − b
2
1
a1 + a2 − b
2
2
a2 + a3 − b
2
3
a3 + ...
. (3)
The coefficients are ai = i(ω)/tanh(q‖di) and bi = i(ω)/sinh(q‖di), where di is the thickness for each layer. Figures
S1 and S2 show simulations of the HREELS spectrum for the best fit as well as for different sets of parameters,
respectively.
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3FIG. S 1. Full spectrum HREELS simulation using the best possible fitting parameters (black) and with m∗ = 0.06 (blue).
The measurement is shown as red dots.
FIG. S 2. Full spectrum HREELS simulation using the best possible fitting parameters (black) and with μ ∼ 2000 cm2/Vs
(blue) and μ ∼ 3400 cm2/Vs (green). The measurement is shown as red dots.
